Proposals received from World Council after approval

Technical Committee investigates proposal(s)

TC Testing Phase

TC Reporting Phase

Key questions to be considered:
- Cost vs benefit
- Effect on longevity
- Effect on performance
- Effect on One Design
- Change to builder cost
- Change to sailor cost

TC consults with copyright holder

Key questions to be determined:
- How many to be tested
- Who to test
- Where to test

Additional questions to be determined by TC:
- Introduction time to sailors
- When would new product be available
- When to sunset current part
- Builders inventory of current part
- Price point: not 10% over current price

TC to provide bi-monthly reports to Executive

TC test report due at following 29er AGM

If not approved, proposal dies

If approved by WC, proposal goes to World Sailing for Nov meeting

If approved by WS, implemented by January 1st

If not approved, proposal dies